DOCUMENT CHECKLIST
APPLYING FOR REFUGEE PROTECTION WITHIN CANADA

THE DOCUMENTS YOU NEED TO SUBMIT WITH YOUR APPLICATION ARE DETAILED ON THIS FORM. YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO PROCEED WITH YOUR APPLICATION IF ANY OF THE REQUIRED DOCUMENTS ARE MISSING. COMPLETE THE CHECKLIST AND SUBMIT IT WITH YOUR APPLICATION AND DOCUMENTS.

PUT AN "X" IN THE BOX IF YOU HAVE SENT THE DOCUMENT

FORMS

- Generic Application Form for Canada (IMM 0008) □
- Additional Dependents / Declaration (IMM 0008DEP), if applicable □
- Schedule A - Background / Declaration (eIMM 5669) □
- Additional Information - Refugee Claimants Inside Canada (IMM 0008 - Schedule 12) □
- Basis of Claim Form □
- Use of a Representative (IMM 5476), if applicable □

IDENTIFICATION AND RELATIONSHIP DOCUMENTS

- Originals of all identity and relationship documents □
- A translation for every identity and relationship document that is in a language other than English or French □

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

- Four (4) passport-size photos of yourself and your family members taken in the last six (6) months. The name and date of birth of the person must be printed clearly on the back of one (1) of the photos. □
- Other documents that you wish to submit, that support your refugee claim, if available □
- A translation for every document that is in a language other than English or French □